Summer day camps are open to ages 5-12 and $250 per week.

SURVIVAL SECRETS Week 1: June 10-14
Alone in the wild with a will to survive. Uncover all the secrets of mastering outdoor survival and learn how to thrive off the land itself.

- Learn primitive fire making
- Build shelters, locate water and track animals
- Race for survival resources
- Navigate through the woods using maps and compasses
- Explore the Science Mill in Johnson City, Texas

DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS Week 2: June 24-28
Yeehaw! Jump into the rich culture of Texas and explore all the diverse landscapes, resources and wildlife the Lone Star State holds.

- Navigate the four regions of Texas
- Identify native species
- Cook over an open fire like a cowboy
- Try your hand at roping and two step
- Take a step into the Wild Wild West on a movie set at the Buggy Barn in Blanco, Texas

BLAST FROM THE PARK PAST Week 3: July 8-12
Uncover the secrets of an ancient civilization. Make your own historic discoveries at the park, which is an archaeological excavation site with over 150,000 found artifacts. Unravel how the earliest inhabitants lived in this area.

- Dig up ancient artifacts
- Spelunk through Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, Texas
- Craft using ancient methods
- Discover different historic hunting techniques
- Identify native flora and its many uses

WATER WONDERS Week 4: July 15-19
Texas runs on water, and you’re about to explore every drop. With a week of water sports and adventures, your summer is sure to be one of the best yet.

- Enjoy Lake LBJ by kayak and boat cruise
- Create river systems and discover native species
- Fish for bass and bluegill
- Learn how rivers affect our environment and how to protect them
- Take on the challenge of a floating obstacle course